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We hew to the line; let the chips fall where they may.

For years the harbor mouth at the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy has needed regular
and expensive dredging, but a $2.6 million
project to solve this problem is now underway.
The harbor renovation will allow more vessels
to get in and out of the harbor, and the plans
call for the demolition of an old break wall and
the construction of a jetty 250 feet long by 22
feet wide.
The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers will pay for
$2 million of the total cost; NMC will pay the
rest.
Gerard "Jerry" Achenbach, superintendent
of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy, retired
from the U.S. Coast Guard after two decades of
service to accept the position of Superintendent
of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy in the
fall of 2010. Achenbach kindly took the time to
answer our questions.
How is the harbor at the
Maritime
Academy
being
renovated?

Harbor work underway
I Georg Schluender

Press Staff Writer

With the lake level being one concern
will you tell us your thoughts on the lake
level cycle?

Jerry Achenbach: The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has a project
underway to dredge the harbor and
build a jetty (a wall in the water that runs
perpendicular to shore). Lake Michigan
is full of soft sand that washes into the
harbor. Dredging happens every five
years or so and is very expensive.
The hope is that the jetty will keep the
harbor from filling with sand, therefore
decreasing the need for dredging. The
jetty should also help decrease beach
erosion.

JA: The lack of maintenance dredging across
the Great Lakes is a major concern to the entire
industry. When the waterways are not maintained
ships cannot carry as much cargo as they are
designed to carry. This increases transportation
costs and has a negative affect on the economy of
Michigan and all the Great Lakes states.
Since 1969, the Great Lakes Maritime Academy
(GLMA) has been grooming cadets into mariners.
One of six maritime academies in the nation, the
GLMA currently has a total student body of 150. It
admits only 60 cadets a year.

Does the project mean we'll
be offering more Great Lakes
Maritime courses?

Are there any other commercial uses
the expansion can offer the Traverse City
community?

JA: The Harbor Renovation project
will not result in any changes to the
curriculum.

JA: As mentioned earlier, we hope the Harbor
Renovation will lead to more visits by cruise ships.

P3&8- BALLOT
BREAKDOWN

P4 - TCFD DEBATE

P6-BR0NIES

Are all time and cost projections
still in balance?
JA: The majority of the costs are being
covered by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Before starting any project, they
have to prove that the revenue generated
by the project will be greater than the cost
of the project. In this case, that revenue
will most likely come from cruise ships. It's
a commercial dock designed for large
vessels, so this port is not used by the public.

Has Traverse City expressed any
interest in using the new port of call
to entice cruise ship tourism?
JA: We anticipate having at least one cruise
vessel use our dock in 2014, but the ships will
anchor out in the deeper water and bring their
passengers in via smaller boats. We also are
optimistic this project will allow the U.S. Coast
Guard Cutters to use the dock for liberty calls.

P13- SLAVES TO
TECHNOLOGY
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NMC honors veterans
I Nicole Wildman

| Press Editor in Chief
On Veterans Day, Monday, Nov. 11, NMC
will celebrate its veterans with a breakfast and
a Veteran’s Walk through campus, organized
by NMC’s Outreach Services. From 9 to
9:30 a.m., NMC’s veterans, accompanied by
the TC Central Marching Band and the U.S.
Coast Guard’s Color Guard, will walk from
West Hall to the flag pole between the Tannis
and Osterlin Library buildings. Students, staff
and faculty, and members of the public are
encouraged to line the sidewalks to honor the
veterans. Observers should arrive a few minutes
before 9 a.m.
The TC Central Marching Band’s Drum
Line will lead the procession, which will
culminate in the playing of “The Star Spangled
Banner” upon arrival at the flag pole.
From 8 to 9 a.m., veterans will be served
a free breakfast in West Hall, compliments
of Sodexo. NMC President Tim Nelson will
speak, and hundreds of “Thank You” posters
created by area elementary school children will
be on display.
At 10 a.m., the group will reconvene in West
Hall for cake and coffee (available to everyone).
“The Veterans Day event is a day that NMC
shows what veterans mean to them and how
much they appreciate us and what we have
done,” says Nathan Lentz, president of the
Student Veterans Association and a veteran
himself. “It gives veterans a sense of pride and
it makes them appreciative of the faculty and
the other students for supporting them.”
Scott Herzberg, Assistant Director of

Outreach Services and Point of Contact for
Military and Veterans Services spearheaded
organization of the event, with help from the
Outreach Services team and NMC Admissions
Specialist Elizabeth Stevens. According to
Herzberg, nearly one in 20 NMC students
is a veteran, and NMC is among the top 15
percent of military-friendly colleges nation
wide, the highest rating possible.
Herzberg hopes to see a large turnout of
observers come to applaud the veterans.
“We did this for the first time last year and
it was a very moving experience for everyone
involved, and it meant a great deal to our
veterans here on campus,” Herzberg says. “We
can plan all we want, but it’s really the people
who show up who really make the veterans feel
special.”
Herzberg says that having a sense of
camaraderie, as well as a sense of worth, is
important to veterans.
“These men and women have sacrificed a
great deal for the freedoms that we enjoy,” he
says. “For those who fought for it, freedom
has a flavor that the protected will never know
about.”
RAISING THE FLAG
Photo by Christine Brown
He hopes people will make an effort to show
their support, and would like to see instructors Veterans and their supporters salute the flag as TC Central's marching
band plays the National Anthem.
bring their classes out to honor the veterans.
“We’ve been at war for 12 years,” Herzberg
says. “When’s the last time you saw it on the
front page of the paper? It’s just become a part
of life. This is the one day of the year where we
Mislabeled, miswritten, or misinformed
can show our appreciation.”
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Credit for additional reporting should have been given to Austin
Short for his work on the article "Expression policy delayed," which
appeared in our last issue.

These photos and their captions were paired incorrectly in our last
issue for the article "Flight school"

WILL ANDREW
"It would be great to
work for border patrol,
for ICE—Immigration and
Customs Enforcement."
Andrew lists less-wellknow UAV applications
as "Crop mapping, soil
analysis, filming crews,
cutting trees, search and
rescue, and pest control."

CARL
ROCHELEAU,
ADJUNCT UAS
INSTRUCTOR
"Other than the
money, for this crew,
it's about the fun.
They're out here
learning and having
fun the whole time."
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The Mayoral Candidates
Nicole Wildman

Press Editor in Chief

RICHARD BUCKHALTER

MICHAEL ESTES (INCUMBENT)
Mayor Estes says his policies, both in the
past and in the future, represent the best
interests of the future of Traverse City. He
says NMC students, if they’re residents of
TC, are definitely part of the group that will
benefit from those policies.
Estes says decreasing property values—
the result of housing slow-downs—result
in lower tax revenue for the city, but if the
current upward trends continue, we’ll see
more money coming in, which eliminates
the need to raise tax rates. He thinks this
will happen. He says there is no vacant land
downtown; the only space that’s available is
being built on. Houses sell as soon as they
go on the market, and rents are going up.
Estes says that really, our revenue is
based on that value of what we own as
a community. “If you increase the tax
rate, you discourage people from having
homes or businesses,” he says, so we need
to increase the desirability of coming into
Traverse City, and then property values go
up, meaning tax revenue goes up.
He says the affordable housing situation
can be improved by increasing density, with
things like apartment complexes, which
would increase the city’s tax base without
increasing the tax rate.
“The ultimate goal is to make life better
for all of your citizens,” Estes says.
Estes thinks that once the study on a
partnership between TCFD and Metro
Fire Department is finished, the city should
proceed based on that study. He thinks
that our police force is adequate, and says

that despite a recent crime rash, the TCPD
reports that crime rates are essentially flat.
Estes responds to Buckhalter’s claims
that the public has not been allowed Q&A
sessions at city commission meetings by
saying that those meetings are not meant
to be a Q&A forum. He says the public is
allowed adequate time to make comments—
five minutes per person per issue (unless
there is an especially hot topic with a large
turn-out of community participants, in
which case the time limit for comment may
be reduced to three minutes per person). He
says that any person who has questions can
ask them one-on-one in a number of ways,
including going to the city manager’s office
and calling or emailing the mayor and city
commissioners. He says he spends a great
portion of each day responding to those
inquiries.
Estes thinks it’s important for the city’s
younger generation to be active in city
politics.
“I definitely encourage young people to
be involved,” he says. “One of these days,
I will be gone, and it’s almost a guarantee
someone younger is going to replace me.”
At the time of this printing, Mayor Estes
has not made a decision on whether he will
step down ifhe is elected to office, considering
his recent arrest for drunk driving. If he is
elected and does not accept office, the city
commission will choose an interim mayor to
serve in his place until the next election.

Current Mayor Michael Estes and his opponent Richard Buckhalter are
the only mayoral candidates on the ballot, but city commissioner candidate
John Reid and Traverse City resident George Golubovskis are running as
write-in candidates.

ALSO ON
THE BALLOT
Only people who live inside
the city can vote in the mayoral
and commissioner elections, but
those in the surrounding area can
cast a ballot to. Here’s what will
be on the ballot for the rest of
Grand Traverse County.

Grand Traverse County
Road Millage Proposal
According to the County Road
Commission, only 20 percent of
Traverse City’s Roads are rated
as being in good condition, with
the other 80 percent being rated
as fair to poor. If approved, the
millage would increase taxes one
mil per year for the next three
years, costing taxpayers a total of
$100 per year per $100,000 in

Buckhalter has attended over 400 city
commission and planning commission
meetings and study sessions since 2003.
“I rarely miss them,” he says.
Buckhalter feels that the current
commission keeps the public at arms’
length, which is a problem because they
have so much control over what happens in
the city.
He says the city commission should
take a shot at creating jobs, following the
example of the Boyne City commission,
which created 200 jobs when they made it
a priority.
“I’m going to try to make an effort to
engage both younger people and college
age kids (people under 30)—there’s got to
be more businesses that pay a decent salary
that affords you the ability to have a place to
live,” says Buckhalter.
Buckhalter is strongly opposed to any
partnership between the TCFD and Metro
Fire Department. He says the TCFD
currently costs each household about $4
per week—the cost of a beer. He also thinks
that if a merger with Metro becomes an
option, the city’s residents should have the
opportunity to vote on the issue. He points
to the fact that the city’s fire fighters are
trained paramedics as central to the issue.
Despite a study that showed Traverse
City’s police department was staffed at one
officer over right-sized, Buckhalter thinks
that we need to increase the number of
officers on the TCPD. He says there was a
hole in the study, and says that the police
captain predicts a drug crime increase in
2013 of 50 percent.
Buckhalter thinks there are other ways
than taxes to raise money, including for
things like the police and fire dept. Small
events (not festivals) and a small tax on
hotel rooms are examples of ways the city
could raise funds.
Buckhalter says that the city commission

taxable value. The money would
be used to improve local streets,
bridges and highways.
Local School Bond
Proposal 1
This 35.2 million dollar
bond would be used to repair
and maintain TCAPS public
schools, to rebuild Glenn
Loomis, Eastern, and Interlochen
Elementary schools, and to

has not allowed Q&A with public for the
past six years, and that they’re not being held
accountable. He also feels that there is a rise
in crime and that the current commission is
not taking it seriously.
“They just keep cutting and cutting,”
he says, and argues that we’re missing
important services, like street sweepers,
adequate policing, and adequate lawn
maintenance and garbage pick-up in public
areas like Clinch Park and the volleyball
courts.
Buckhalter says that for neighborhoods
that have a problem with traffic volume
and cut-through traffic, creating gated
communities should be an option, if the
people in the neighborhood are willing
to pay for it. He says the city should look
more closely at better options for public
transportation systems, possibly like trolley
and rail systems such as light rail trains.
“I would like to think out of the box,”
Buckhalter says. “It would be a great
exercise to give to high school and college
students—to search the net and see what
other towns have done.”
Buckhalter says he’d love to see Red
Cross swimming lessons available (paid for
by patrons) at least three public beaches for
kids of a certain age, every summer.
“It’s amazing how many kids and adults
you see who can’t swim.”
Considering the recent arrest of Mayor
Estes, Buckhalter says Estes should step
down if he wins the election. He thinks
the current mayor and city commission are
putting us at risk because of the deep cuts
to the police and fire departments, which
he says have not been covered by the local
media. Buckhalter feels that he’s a good
candidate for the position.
“I don’t go into this pretending to be
the smartest guy in the room,” he says, “but
what I’m good at is finding the best person
for a specific task.”

provide and maintain school
buses. This bond would increase
taxes by about $20 per year per
$100,000 of taxable value.

School. This bond would increase
taxes by about $9 per year per
$100,000 of taxable value.

Local School Bond
Proposal II
This 12.9 million dollar
bond would be used to build
a new auditorium, furnished
and technologically equipped,
for Traverse City Central High

Last fall a 100 million dollar
school bond proposalfailed to pass;
thee funds would have been used
both for school improvements and a
much larger auditorium at Central
High School.

«
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Keeping the Great Lakes great
] Nathaniel Kirkland

| Press Staff Writer
Many Michiganders will be
poignantly aware that over 20
perecnt of the world’s freshwater
supply resides within the Great
Lakes, it’s a source of pride for
many of the people in and around
the Great Lakes region. The lakes
are so expansive and so integrated
into our way of life (whether we are
aware of it or not) that it becomes
easy to take them for granted, easy to
forget just how fragile something so
influential can be. In the early days
of our environmental awareness, an
old adage spoke to a generation - the
solution to pollution is dilution, the
remnants of this philosophy is still an
inevitable, and potential detrimental
aspect to our way of life. At this
moment in time pharmaceuticals
and personal care products (PPCPs)
pose a noticeable threat to the health
of the Great Lakes.
The expectation has been that
the Great Lakes’ huge volumes
of water would dilute the PPCPs
that our current water treatment
facilities are ill-equipped to filter
into undetectable levels. Evidence
seems to suggest that this is not a
feasible approach. These PPCPs
have been detected as far as two
miles from waste water treatment
facilities, the most common source
of contaminants being: Melformin,
a prescription diabetes medicine;
Sulfamethoxazole, an antibiotic
used to treat aliments such as
urinary tract ingection an inner-ear
infections; Triclosan, an antibacterial
and antifungal agent found in many
consumer products including soaps
and toothpaste; and caffeine. These
substances, in conjunction with
trace amount of many other PPCPs,
are becoming a big focus in regards
to the health of the lakes.
Researchers are continuing to
learn more about what the presence
of PPCPs entails but the concern is
that the products, or a mixture of
them, might affect fish and other
aquatic life - ultimately damaging
the lakes ecosystem. PPCPs are

recognized as an emerging issue and,
like most things in nature, they are
dynamic, they spread. In addition
to PPCP’s presence in lakes, they
can also migrate into or come from
rivers, and even sources of ground
water. According the U.S. Geological
Survey’s Toxic Substances Hydrology
Program, a study of 139 streams
throughout the country detected 82
PPCP chemicals in 80 percent of the
waterways tested between 1999 and
2000. Studies have shown that the
number of PPCPS have only been
increasing since then. As of 2007,
over 100 individual PPCPs have
been found in samples of drinking
water.
People may unknowingly release
PPCPs into water by “answering the
call of nature” with unmetabolized
medication (this can apply to both
humans and farm animals), flushing
unused or expired pharmaceuticals
down toilets and sinks, washing
cosmetics, perfumes, and sunscreens
into water when bathing. PPCPs
can also come from corporate
entities by improper commercial
disposal methods, or discharge
from manufacturing processes. To
prevent the spread of PPCPs it is
recommended that medications
destined for landfills be made
unusable and placed in their original
containers. After placing them in a
trash bag, the EPA suggests taking
the trash bag out as close to garbage
pick-up time as possible and to
be sure and remove all identifying
information from the container.
Additionally, we are encouraged to
inquire about the drug take-back
programs in our communities, and if
there are none, to contact state and
local waste management authorities.
PPCPs are the current threat
to the health of the Great Lakes
ecosystem, but many people are also
starting to develop anxieties over
the pipelines beneath the Straits
of Mackinac. The pipelines were
built in 1953 and carry oil from the
western U.S. and Canada to refinery

facilities in Sarnia, Ontario. The
Mackinac pipelines have never had
a serious spill, however, due to the
sensitive location, the pipelines’ age
and increasing outputs, the National
Wildlife Federation (NWF) is
concerned about the additional
stress on the pipeline. In NWF’s
2012 report Sunken Hazard, a
statement was made that, “A large
oil spill in the Straits of Mackinac
could potentially spread across vast
areas of Lake Michigan and Lake
Huron. A far-reaching oil slick that
spread into Lake Huron could also
affect Georgian Bay, one of the most
vibrant freshwater ecosystems on the
planet.”
Enbridge Inc., the company
which operates the pipelines, in
response to these concerns has
stated that the Straits are regularly
inspected, using both underwater
autonomous vehicles and state-ofthe-art inline inspection tools, but
that the reports cannot be made
publically for security reasons. NWF
is demanding that Enbridge provide
more details about its monitoring
and inspection procedures and
potential cleanup plans. Enbridge’s
emergency response plan says it
takes a minimum of eight minutes
to isolate a leak and shut down a
pipeline, but as in past incidences,
such as the Kalamazoo River spill of
2010 — the largest onshore oil spill in
U.S. history - it could take as many
as 17 hours for Enbridge to respond
to a leak. Enbridge has been under
scrutiny since the Michigan spill as
well as smaller but significant spills,
including one in the Chicago suburb
of Romeoville that affected gas
prices nationwide, just weeks after
the Michigan disaster. According to
NWF, Enbridge’s North American
pipelines have spilled almost 170,000
barrels of oil since 1999 and though
Enbridge has adapted monitoring
improvements in the wake of the
Kalamazoo spill, environmental
groups are still wary.

facebook
facebook.com/thewhitspinepress

The skinny on the
TCFD controversy
I Nicole Wildman

| Press Editor in Chief
In recent years, there’s been talk around TC about changing
the way the fire department operates, in an effort to cut costs.
According to City Commissioner Jody Bergsman, one of the
leading advocates for keeping the current fire department
structure, the debate started about five or six years ago when
a committee of citizens suggested the city should partner with
the Metro Fire Authority (the fire department that serves
Garfield, East Bay and Acme townships).
The Metro Fire Authority has received a grant to do a study
on the possible outcomes of a partnership, either through the
TCFD contracting out to Metro, or merging with them.
Bergsman says that either way, the TCFD would effectively
cease to exist, although their building on Front Street would
still house staff and fire trucks.
So what’s the difference? All of TCFD’s firefighters are
trained paramedics, meaning they have crucial life-saving
skills as well as the ability to communicate with more
highly trained medical professionals about the condition
of patients. Also, they are all full-time employees. Most of
Metros firefighters are not paramedics and are part-time.
Opponents of the partnership fear slower response times and
poorer outcomes in terms of the aid provided to the injured
by firefighters. TCFD’s employees sometimes respond to 911
calls and provide help to people with medical emergencies,
even when there is no fire involved.
While some city commissioners and commissioner
candidates are strongly against any form of partnership
between TCFD and Metro, others say they need to see the
results of the study Metro is conducting before making a
decision on the proper course of action. Mayor Estes, who
is in favor of the merger, says that it’s fiscally necessary, and
that in order to avoid it the city would have to raise taxes. But
others say the fiscal difference is likely not very high, and that
any increase in taxes would be small.
For now, many people are frustrated by the lack of action,
as this issue has been on the table for several years. Some are
impatient to see the results of Metro’s study so that a decision
can be made. They’d like to move forward. But according to
Bergsman,
“We can’t. We’re waiting to hear the proposal from Metro.”
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Vote YES
on

Props I & II
When’s the last time you took a walk
around Central Grade School? How about
Glenn Loomis? Eastern Elementary or
Interlochen Elementary?
The fact is, these schools are falling
apart, in desperate need of a rebuild. If
this year’s school bond proposal passes,
Glenn Loomis, Eastern, and Interlochen
Elementary schools will all be awarded
much-needed funds for a rebuild. Other
schools will benefit from the money as
well, receiving necessary maintenance.
Last year a 100 million dollar school
bond vote on the ballot failed to pass; this
year, after extensive efforts by TCAPS to
gauge community sentiments, two new
bonds totaling just over 48 million dollars
will appear on the ballot. One is designated
just for structural improvements and the
rebuilds of schools, as well as for adequate
bussing; the other is designated for the
construction of a new auditorium at
Central High School.
Both of these bond votes deserve
approval from voters. As part of last
year’s failed bond, Central Grade School
was slated to be rebuilt. It’s no longer
on the list this year. Why? According to
TCAPS Superintendent Steve Cousins,
it’s because Central has strong bones, and
its mechanical components should last
another 15 years. The other schools slated

Wanna Vent?
Your rant could go here.
Smoking on campus
For having to pay so much to attend college, it seems entirely unfair that I’m required
to walk off of campus to smoke a cigarette. Having to traverse through the snow for
most of the year doesn’t make me rethink my choice to smoke; it makes me feel like I’m
imprisoned in a Russian Gulag. I can’t wrap my head around why smokers aren’t permitted
to smoke in the parking lots outside of their cars, considering the only barrier between
the lot and the smoker is a panel of glass called an open window. It should be entirely
appropriate to enjoy a cigarette in the parking lot, or on the sidewalks on campus. This
isn’t a hospital. What are you protecting our lungs from? When you’re walking down the
street, you’re exposed to the same volume of output and campus should not be alienated
from being considered “outside”. Lighten up, commies!
-Alex
The views expressed in this column do not represent the views ofthe White Pine Press.

for rebuild don’t have that long.
Studies show that environment plays an
important role in students’ ability to focus
on their work. When we send our children
to be educated in buildings that haven’t
seen major improvements in decades, in
buildings whose heating and plumbing are
rapidly deteriorating, we’re doing them a
major disservice.
TCAPS proponents of the bond
to replace the outdated auditorium at
Central High School point to its modern
counterpart at West High School. The new
bond calls for less than half the spending
on the auditorium that last year’s bond
did, and the cost to taxpayers is negligible.
In fact, for most people, property taxes
will only increase about 30 dollars per year
if both bonds pass. That’s not much to ask
when we think about what’s at stake—our
children’s educational environment. Our
federal government has neglected to make
education a priority in our country, but
we should do what we can at a local level
to give children what they deserve—fully
functioning buildings to spend their days
learning in.
Get to the polls on November 5, and
vote yes for the bond proposals.
Nicole Wildman,
Editor in Chief

Why should you vote in the November 5
elections?
The White Pine Press asked NMC Political Science instructor John Zachman why the
election should matter to students. His responses may surprise you.

Why should NMC students vote in this election?
They should only vote if they’re willing to get themselves informed. With something like
the city commission, if you don’t know anything about the candidates, you should not vote.
If there are 2 candidates you like and you just pick a third, you may end up putting that
person above your own candidate. You’re best suited only voting for candidates you know
you strongly support.
Uninformed voters can become more informed more easily with mayoral candidates. For
mayor, vote for the candidate who you are at least lukewarm to, just take the time to get
informed before you go.

How will the results of this election effect people who
don't live in the City of Traverse City, don't own property?
Down the road, property tax WILL affect you. This is the really important point: is it
your responsibility to make the choice that’s best for you, or best for the community? When
you vote you should be asking what’s best for the community in the long run. American
politics is in so much trouble because voters are not thinking about public good, justice,
fairness, as something they’re obligated to consider.

Why should NMC students care about a school bond vote?
Speak your mind in 250-400 words and let us have it.
If it's eloquent, relevant, and thought-provoking, we'll
print it.
Send contributions to whitepinepress@gmail.org

We need well-educated citizens; we need TCAPS to be turning out well-educated
students. The new bond proposals are a response to failed proposal last year. This is a good
example of a responsive democratic process; this is how things should work. The auditorium
bond is probably not expected to pass, but it may be on the ballot as a negotiation strategy
... the other bond vote will pass because it’s being played against that frivolous auditorium.
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Bronies: redefining
gender bias
I Emily Ostantowski

Press Illustrator
You’ve heard of discrimination
in the work place before, whether
it’s race, gender, or sexuality, but
have you ever heard about someone
being fired for liking a TV show?
Reddit user FiredBrony claims that
this has happened to him.
On Reddit, the popular site
where users post whatever they
please, the story stirred up a
reaction from the fanbase of the
children’s show “My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic.” Apparently
this male fan of the show, called a
Brony, endured harassment from
his coworkers and was eventually
fired from his job. He explains
that his boss felt that his fellow
employees were uncomfortable
around him ever since he expressed
his interest in the show. When
changing the desktop of his
computer to a picture ofApplejack,
a character from the cartoon, he was
immediately teased by the other
men. Then a coworker brought his
daughter into work, FiredBrony
said he simply commented that her
pony shirt was ‘cool’ and suddenly
the men became uneasy once more.
After this, his boss led him into his
office to let him go officially.
This is just an example of
society’s intolerance and how
people are quick to judge. There is
extreme prejudice against the show
from those who have not taken
the time to sit down and watch
it. “My Little Pony: Friendship
is Magic” itself is relatively good,
despite what the “haters” think;
its animation is above average,
the voice acting is superb, and the
values it teaches should be among
those that we should live our lives
by. “Friendship is Magic” preaches
the importance of teamwork,
loyalty, honesty, generosity, and
kindness, among other things. It
holds itself very well as a children’s
cartoon.
And that’s where society’s
tolerance draws the line—a grown
man should not enjoy a show
“meant for little girls.” Laura Faust,
the creator of the “My Little Pony”
reboot, made a statement that this
type of thinking can be harmful
to young girl’s ego. Saying a show
that is “meant for little girls” is
stupid implies that little girls are
stupid. Faust fights against this
type of prejudice and insists that
material made for girls should have

the same quality and budget as a
show intended for boys, such as
the mass variety of cartoons from
the Marvel, DC, and Transformer
franchises.
This isn’t so much about the
actual cartoon as it is about gender
roles in society. It’s depressing
to think that the role models
for young girls tend to have the
personality of a cardboard box and
a strange “passion for fashion.”
It’s also depressing to think that
boys are shown at an early age that
crying, expressing feelings, and the
romance seen in Disney movies
are all “girl things.” This societal
mindset sends boys the message
that they should not express
themselves fully. It’s completely
unfair and discriminating how the
different genders are treated.
Our gender is assigned to us at
birth and it’s celebrated with pink
or blue balloons and streamers.
We place our children in cribs and
nurseries that were designed all
around the baby’s gender because
the child’s unique personality
hasn’t been established yet. When
a parent is doing this are they truly
benefiting the child, or rather
stunting their child’s growth as he
or she tries to find who they are in
this world?
Grown men like FiredBrony
shouldn’t be shunned for enjoying
what they do because of society’s
harsh standards on gender roles—
instead the goal should be trying
to insist that expressing yourself is
healthy. Our differences are what
make us stronger individuals and
children need to be taught that
having feelings doesn’t make you
weak or stupid. When it comes to
grown men liking “My Little Pony,”
it’s actually a very nice change to see
a very large group of people joining
together to support animation that
encourages good and is overall
very innocent in nature. It’s
amazing to see this controversial
group express themselves in a
society that says that men should
like adult shows, which most
likely include profanity, sex, and
violence. Society likes to pretend
we have our morals in check, but
it’s completely backwards when we
set the limitations for what is the
norm when dealing with groups
that differ in age and gender. And
that’s sick.

TECH "SUPPORT’

WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts

BY MAIL:

letters to the editor from members of the
college and community. Letters should
be less than 400 words, typewritten,
and signed with your name, address and
phone number. Letters may be edited
for clarity, grammar, spelling and length.
Opinions expressed are not necessarily
those of The White Pine Press staff or
any college employee.

Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com
BY FAX: (231)995-2110
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CAMPUS QUOTES
Compiled by Nicole Wildman & Cassandra Chase

Thor or Loki?
AMANDA GREEN
Nursing

PATTY POTVIN
Accounting

BLAKE DERABIK
Liberal Arts/Sciences

"Thor/1

"Thor."

BRITNE MCKAY
Psychology

"Thor."

HALEY HERZOG
Liberal Arts/Sciences
ALEX O'BRIEN
Business Technology

"Thor.'

ALEXANDRA BLACK
Undecided

SAM KANE
Undecided

"Loki.'

"Thor."

NATHAN THERRIEN
Undeclared

"Thor."

ASHLEY DORY
Radiology

"Loki."
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THE CANDIDATES:
Nicole Wildman

Press Editor in Chief

There are seven candidates competing for
three open seats on the city commission in
Traverse City. City commissioners oversee
important issues like taxation and use of
tax revenue, as well as development of
local projects and infrastructure. Here’s
the run-down on all of them.

Ross Richardson
Richardson
serves
on
the board of the Northwest
Michigan Community Action
Agency and has served two
terms on the Grand Traverse
County Commission and one
term on the city planning
commission.
Richardson says we need to make
more progress on transportation issues,
and create better access for pedestrians
and bicycle access for the whole city.
He says this makes neighborhoods
stronger
and
more
connected,
something he sees as important.
“Everybody talks about development
in terms of a vibrant downtown, but
the growth has put a lot of pressure on
the rest of the city in terms of traffic.
It’s still my belief that the best thing TC
has going for it is that people still want
to live here,” Richardson says.
He thinks it’s a priority to make the
city an attractive place to live, because
if people want to live here they will
figure out how to make a living,
creating more jobs. He’s pushed the
idea of micro-loans ($25,000 or less) for
small entrepreneurs to start businesses.
Richardson also sees a need for
affordable housing. He says the city
subsidizes high-end condos in the
name of development, but that we
should build “micro flats” (very small
apartments), close to downtown. He
says there are areas that could be

redeveloped into multi-family housing.
We could also help people who want to
build offices create apartments on their
top floors.
Richardson sees a need to prioritize
city services.
“We can’t keep bringing more people
into the city without increase in traffic,
accidents, crime,” he says. “We keep
building bigger buildings, building
them closer together.”
He says city services like the
police and fire departments have seen
dramatic budget cuts and we can’t go
any further.
He’s against any partnership
between the TCFD and Metro Fire
Department, since Metro has no
intention of maintaining the current
staffing structure. He thinks of TCFD
as first responder medical team that
has the ability to fight fires.
“That’s mostly what they do;
they almost always get there before
Northflight EMS. They could provide
primary ambulance transport as a way
to generate income-they could bill
insurance companies for that.”
Richardson thinks it’s important for
young people to vote and stay informed
on city issues.
“They’re going to be here a lot
longer than 1 am. They really need
to get involved to make sure that the
town really reflects the way they want
it to be.”

For more information:
947-5515
ross875@sbcglobal.net

CITY Cf
Jody Bergsman

Bergsman is finishing her
second consecutive term on
the city commission, and she
acts as a representative to the
planning commission.
Bergsman sees walkability and
bikeability in Traverse City as a
priority. She is also an advocate for
preserving the Traverse City Fire
Department and says the department
is operating at a barebones level and
cannot take any more cuts.
“I think I support livability in
TC, and by that I mean decent jobs,
affordable housing, I support a lot
of the cultural activities that we’ve

John Reid
Reid served for seven
years as an active duty Coast
Guard member, where he was
active as a liaison for four
Coast Guard committees.
He also acted as a chef and
a law enforcement agent in
the Coast Guard. He is now
a sales manager at a local
business. He has enrolled
at NMC and hopes to begin
attending classes this January.
Reid, who is 28 years old, says he
understands what it’s like to grow up
in the current generation. He’s a firm
advocate of higher education, and
says we should focus on improving
education for children.
“I’m a huge believer in education
from the ground up, starting young,”
Reid says.
He thinks education is important
because the people who grow up
here often end up coming back.

been able to sponsor over the past
few years,” Bergsman says. “I think
those are all issues for young people.”
Bergsman
is
politically
independent and says she has no
preset agenda.
“My most important asset is to
be balanced,” she says. “It’s all about
choices, and making all choices
available for everyone.”
While Bergsman feels that the
TC Police Department is “right
sized,” she’d like to see police back
in schools and to see more traffic
enforcement, with more officers
patrolling neighborhoods.
For more information:
jodyabergman@yahoo.com
(231) 947-6464

Reid sees Traverse City as a sweet
spot; with higher property values
come higher prices, and Reid thinks
it’s too hard for young people to do
it alone. But developers don’t want
to build $100,000 condos because
the property costs so much. Reid
says he’d like to see another Arbors
or Traverse development in the
Boardman River Valley area, and
he’s also in favor of ADUs (“granny
flats”), as long as they’re regulated
properly.
Reid is against any merger of
the TCFD with the Metro Fire
Department. He thinks the public
needs to be more educated on what
the TCFD actually does, and thinks
the city should try to renegotiate our
contract with North Flight so that
TCFD can be used as an ambulance
transport service.

Reid is also running as a write-in
candidate for mayor.
For more information:
dubbedcoastie@gmail.com
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IMMISSIONER
Warren
en has served on the
e City Planning Commission
years, and currently sits
subcommittee focusing on
rce affordable housing.
s also serving her third term on
d of Zoning Appeals and has been
on the Joint Commission for the
traverse Commons since it was
6 years ago. She has additionally
in leadership positions on the
f Directors of several non-profit
ity organizations, and is currently
retary of the Goodwill Board.
2 attracting and retaining talent in
City has to be a major focus of
's economic development strategy,”
ays. She’d like to see Traverse City

i Werner
ter has a background in
iring. He says he and his
e representative one of the
“young professionals” who
ime to Traverse City. He sees
re city commission does as
ely important.
s what impacts your day-to-day life,”
‘more so than who’s the president.”
:r’s focus is on infrastructure. He
e missing sidewalks in many places,
leed to address issues like right-ofnting trees, and waste-water runistance, he says, the city could do a
) of connecting NMC to downtown,
that the more people we have
and biking, the more cooperation
from drivers. Werner is not in favor
’ taxes, but says that at the current
rate, it will take 50-60 years to get
e need to be. Werner says we need
nore quickly, by leveraging money
g after grants. For example, he says,
lents pay over a million dollars a

entice young people into staying or moving
here through supporting the arts and culture,
encouraging economic growth, and ensuring
our zoning ordinances preserve the character
of our neighborhoods and vibrancy of
downtown. Warren says the city commission
should focus on creating active transportation
alternatives and affordable housing in our
community. She wants to see street designs
that provide safe and convenient access to
jobs, downtown and community events for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
Warren favors keeping the TCFD as it
is, and says that the city should budget to
replace the five police officers who have
been lost due to attrition over the past few
years.

For more information:
janwarren2000@yahoo.com
946-5819

year to the county, yet there is no sheriff’s
coverage in the city. He says TC residents
should try to get some of that money back.
Werner says the city commission also
needs to keep a closer eye on the edges of
neighborhoods, because if a neighborhood is
going to see failure, it’s likely to come from
the edges. He says Eighth Street is a good
example of a failed street, so it’s important
to focus on improving it. He also thinks we
need more small, affordable apartments.
Werner sees the controversy over the
TCFD as a question of duplicate EMS
coverage. Right now, TCFD is often the first
responder to a medical emergency, but North
Flight transports patients to the hospital, then
collects money from insurance companies.
This could be a major revenue source for
TCFD if they got transport rights. He says
he’s happy to let Metro go ahead with their
study, but he’s skeptical that the study will
provide clear proof that a partnership would
result in significant savings.
For more information:
Facebook: Tim Werner for City
Commissioner

Patrick McGuire’
McGuire is the chairman of the
board of directors of Traverse City
Light and Power.
McGuire says he’s very pro-tourism, very
interested in seeing economic development.
He thinks there are a lot of local job
opportunities, and sees that young people
who want to stay in Traverse City need
employment. He says local government
can help create that environment by
improving infrastructure via streets and
sidewalks. McGuire says it’s important that
the city avoid over-regulation and making
life more difficult for businesses and
employers. He’s glad the city commission
decided to allow food trucks, which he sees
as an indication of less regulation. McGuire
is in favor of trails for walking and biking,

Gary Howe
Howe currently serves on the
planning commission, and is on the
active transportation committee
within that commission. He also
served on Parks and Recreation,
where he was part of helping to
institute Traverse City’s first dog
park.
Howe, who
says
he’s
studied
transportation issues heavily for four
years, thinks the streets should be safe
for everyone, meaning cars as well as
bicyclists and pedestrians. He thinks our
streets should be designed in a way that
makes access to businesses and properties
easier for everyone, for the benefit of both
society and the local economy.
Howe feels there are things the city can
and should do to create more affordable
housing, such as studio apartments. He
says we need to “budget our values,”
and design the city so it’s more socially

but says we’re auto-centric and that’s not
going to change.
McGuire describes himself as a fiscal
conservative who is not in favor of raising
taxes.
“I really believe that the city government
has to operate as efficiently as possible,” he
says. “The commissioners are working for
taxpayers and the residents. Every dollar
needs to be spent efficiently.”
McGuire believes the police department
staffing is right where it needs to be, and
says he needs more information before he
can make an informed decision about the
future of the fire department.

For more information:
patmcguiretc.simplesite.com
Facebook: Pat Mcguire for City
Commissioner
Twitter: @PatMcGuire4TC

equitable. He says there’s too much talk
about cutting and not enough talk about
increasing revenue.
Howe says it’s important for young
people to be engaged with the vote.
“I think it’s important for people in
their 20s and early 30s to realize that the
decisions the commission makes today are
what we’ll be living with 20, 30, 40 years
from now,” he says. “When the commission
sets a policy or spends money, it’s going to
have a large impact many years from now.
If you want your values represented, you
need to vote now.”
Howe, an adjunct Geography instructor
at NMC, feels that he shares a lot of values
with people in their 20s.
“I think I offer a little bit more of a choice
in terms of someone who isn’t looking to
just vote and maintain the status quo, cause
I’m going to be here in 30 years.”

For more information
astrongtraversecity.com
Facebook: Gaiy Howe for TC
Or, text your ideas to (231) 486-5000
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Live close.
Go Fa r.
The HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY leads

the service segment of our economy with
continued
and abounding
opportunities. Graduates are prepared

Another fall festivity:
The Onion Run
Caelum Gay

Press Staff Writer

in all areas

for

including travel and tourism, special
event PLANNING, sales, marketing,

food and beverage, rooms division,
front desk and facility operations
PLUS MUCH MORE.
HOTEL MANAGEMENT, B.S.
For students already holding an

earned associate degree
or having completed

48 transferable credits.

HOTEL MANAGEMENT, B.S.
WITH CULINARY EMPHASIS
Built specifically to

complement the associate
degree of NMC, this program
provides a degree completion
path for students already
working toward an

I

associate degree.

>’

Make an appointment
with an academic advisor
by calling our office at

(231) 995-1734
or visiting our website.

r

Ferris State
University
NMC
Uiwer-ily
Cenler

Traverse City
(231)995-1734
or (866) 857-1954

www.ferris.edu/traversecity

FerrisNorth@ferris.edu

The Onion Run isn’t what it sounds. It s
not a 5k where participants are handed a bag
of goodies, given a t-shirt and sent on their
merry way to jog for forty minutes. While 5ks
like the Turkey Trot and the Zombie Run are
fun, they are far from similar to the Onion
Run. In fact, despite being called a run, the
Onion Run is actually more like an Onion
Ride.
Taking place at the Northwestern
Michigan Fair Grounds, motorhomes, 4x4
Jeeps, and lifted trucks travel to the campsite
to participate in a four-wheel drive trail ride.
Starting Friday October 18, people could
hook up their mobile homes to the campsite
for a weekend full of mud and festivities.
Saturday morning the sound of rumbling
engines dominated the campsite, as people
were getting their vehicles in line to leave the
site and embark on the trail ride. According
to the Onion Run’s chief organizer, Kevin
Jefferson, over 140 vehicles participated in the
event. As these participants drove the wooded
trails they were treated to gorgeous autumn
scenery as the fall colors were in bloom.
However, the main goal of the trail ride
was not purely pleasure, but also to benefit
the environment. In order for the Onion Run
to be approved, the Department of Natural
Resources required that the event also be a
trail clean-up. Trucks were pulling off to the
side of the road to pick up all sorts of garbage.
After the ride, all the trash was lined up
along the campground fence, and within this
line the items ranged from trash bags full of
various junk, to mattresses and couches. In a

further attempt to benefit the community, all
of the cans (there were multiple barrels full)
from the event’s festivities were donated to
Boy Scouts Troop 115.
After the nearly five hour ride, Onion
Runners returned to the campground where
“The Pit” was home to an especially muddy
obstacle course. Trucks and utility terrain
vehicles entertained spectators in the stands as
they launched mud into the air and whipped
around the course. People less interested in
the obstacle course could meander to the
main tent where donated prizes were available
to win. A concession stand featuring standard
“Fair food” was available all day and well into
the night, serving hungry Onion Runners.
When nighttime arrived there was live music
(mainly blues and country) featuring local
bands Hot Tea and Level 4.
As the day wound to a close, Kevin Jefferson
explained how the Onion Run earned its
name. He described how the Onion Run was
started over thirty years ago, when people first
started getting together and two-tracking in
the woods. This original group (including
Kevin Jefferson) ended up driving through a
large onion patch, causing everyone to smell
like onions, hence starting the tradition of
calling this annual gathering the Onion Run.
After a few years, the tradition stopped, and
it wasn’t until recently that it was restarted.
With the initiative of Kevin Jefferson, the
Onion Run is growing in popularity, and
eventually it might even become a staple of
fall time in northern Michigan.
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"Gravity"... Eh.
Nicole Wildman

Press Editor in Chief
It’s nightmarish material: you’re floating
through space ... alone. In a spacesuit.
Almost out of oxygen. Drifting—no—
flying, farther and farther away from all hope
of rescue. ( using “you” implies 2nd person
and may not be good in a review. Third
person is recommended)
That’s exactly what happens in Gravity,
starring Sandra Bullock, George Clooney,
and ... well, actually, that’s pretty much it,
unless you count the voice of Ed Harris and
a couple of other faceless astronauts who buy
it pretty early on in the movie. (And I hope
you like Sandra Bullock, because it’s pretty
much just a lot of Sandra Bullock doing stuff
that annoys you. Like what?)
The film is special-effects driven How
so? and relies completely on the terror that

surrounds the idea of drifting
alone through the endlessness of
space. Alone. The plot is pretty
simple—accident,
deaths,
drifting. Aloneness. It’s honestly
pretty hard to accept the events
that occur, Add an example or
two but for audiences watching
the film in 3D in theaters, the
special effects are distracting
enough to make up for that.
The script is a bit harder to
get past. It’s cliche, cheesy, a
bit melodramatic at times.
But when a teardrop floats off the screen
and right up to your face, you forget to be
irritated by the bad monologues and weak
random references to spirituality. What

IIEV

I'M
GRUMP

imnot
notSO

GRUMP
AND
WERE

THE
GAME GRUMPS!

references, go alittle deeper into this.
This movie probably won’t be in theaters
much longer, so your opportunity to see it in
high-quality 3D may be limited. It’s slated to
be released on DVD in January. If you’ve got

a really nice TV with a big screen, it’s worth
renting. Otherwise, skip it. If you aren’t
getting the full brunt of the special effects,
you’ll probably just be bored.

Game commentary provided by
Game Grumps
I Mathieu St. Charles

I Press A&E Editor
Egoraptor is widely known in the world of YouTube
for his humor and animation. He started by making
cartoons on Newgrounds, a website dedicated to flash
animation. His videos range from commentary about
games to bizzare and off-the-wall cartoons. Many
people know his “Pokeawesome” videos from the
“Awesome” series that parodies games such as Assassins
Creed or Mass Effect. His “Sequelitis” series is more of
a video game commentary on the finer points between
two games of the same series. “Megaman vs Megaman
X” is a perfect example of the pure shenanigans he
throws into his videos such as when he puts “Renand-Stimpy”-esque animation into the commentary or
explodes into a crazy barrage [yeah, like this!] of jokes
and random nonsense. If his humor was compared to
music, it would go at a steady beat then break rhythm
with an explosion of shenanigans [you already used
that word, but this is very good otherwise]. This is what
makes his style more hilarious. Egoraptor collaborated
with [give him a label] JonTron to create a channel
called “Game Grumps” which is a let’s play where
they talk about the game and just goof off. They play
all sorts of games, even obscure games like “Strider,”
“Bubble bobble” and “Mickey’s Mousecapade,” which
end up being 10 minutes of serious gaming or random
hilarious chatter, with some episodes being longer
than others. JonTron has his own channel by the same
name and puts out a plethora of videos from game
commentary to a commentary of a terrible move called
“Birdemic.” He uses special effects in his live action
videos and has a creative vernacular, especially in his
“Star Wars” Kinect episode where he points out you
can say Xbox to start the game, he tries it by repeatedly
saying “xbax... xbax... xbax,” driving the point home
that its rather ridiculous [ok he actually only says it
three times, btw, omfg, intergalactic dance off lol]. His

brand of humor is slightly like Tim and Eric, absurd
and almost anti-humor. Despite sounding like Timon
when he talks [HA! He does!], he has a great singing
voice, as seen in an episode from the Game Grumps
“Sonic 06” series when he and Egoraptor sing “For the
Longest Time,” by Billy Joel.
Game Grumps started off with Jon and Egoraptor
playing single player, co-op or competitive games such
as “Banjo Kazooie,” “Super Smash Bros.” and Kirby.”
They play many Nintendo games that were popular
games back when’most of the fans started playing video
games. Their “Sonic 06” series is their longest; despite
having vowed to beat the game in episode one, 100
episodes later they still haven’t—but the ridiculousness
was worth it. [find a better phrase to end the sentence].
This morbidly broken game left the grumps in awe at
the horrible glitches, and led to the most epic rage that
Jon and Egoraptor have ever displayed. While Jon was
playing as Knuckles, he got stuck in the ceiling of a cave
on what was supposed to be an easy level. Ten seconds
of yelling later the door slams and Egoraptor explodes
in fury as Knuckles fidgets his way out.. Keep in mind
this isn’t scripted, it’s just people playing video games.
Later on, the Game Grumps are joined by YouTubers
Ross and Danny, who both have their own channels.
Ross and Danny started “Steam Train,” where they
both play PC games. From “Steam Train” came “Steam
Rolled,” which is a 2v2 with Danny, Egoraptor, Ross
and Barry, Game Grumps’ animator and editor, who
also happens to be the best player of the group.
Game Grumps puts out new videos every day
and plays all sorts of games so there is something for
everyone. It’s worth checking out even if you are new to
video games. They currently have around 1000 videos
and counting.
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We are the walking dead
Mathieu St. Charles

Press A&E Editor
“The Walking Dead” is a widely
popular graphic novel/ TV show
about Rick, a police officer who
wakes up to the world wide zombie
outbreak and has no idea what has
happened. As Rick ventures out
he sees the corpses of the undead.
He looks in horror as some of the
zombies still “live,” brain dead and
without reason.
But how does this relate to the
real world? Is The Walking Dead
just about zombies or is there
more to this than just the undead?
Zombies have been a popular trend
in the past few years with books,
video games and movies feeding
off the subject matter. But why
are we as a culture so obsessed
with zombies? Preparing for them,
joking about them and talking so
much about them.
A post made on Facebook about
“zombies” depicted a line of young
people texting and walking. These
zombies are more or less us, which
is probably why we like the zombies
movies so much. A rogue band of
survivors like in the walking dead
represents a group of people going
against the flow of society.
In zombie movies, the catalyst is
a virus but in the real world, its more
of a trend or unexamined influence
on your life. Socrates said that the
unexamined life isnt worth living
and this holds true today and even
more so today. Certain influences
make us “zombies” on one level or
another, such as a morbidly popular
first person shooter that some see as
their “call of duty” or the hidden
OH MV CODS

message that you have to be with
someone to survive. In both cases it
can be said that brains are needed.
These seem trivial to some but how
much control over us do they really
have? If one does not examine why
they think a certain way, they are
likely to be influenced by it thus
becoming a zombie to it.
There is a difference between
an interest and being a “zombie.”
When a new TV show comes out
or a new video game, it can be

enjoyable and that would be the
purpose. The “infection” happens
when the player gets hopelessly
hooked to it. These “viruses” can be
anything from a simple trend to a
societal ideal that goes unexamined,
such as the internet memes or mass
Facebook posts. It’s easier to “cure”
oneself of the more trivial such as
celebrity drama but with all the
messages barraging people from
TV and other types of media, it can
be overwhelming.

The way to keep from being
“infected” is that one must examine
every influence on life. There are
many things that give the illusion
that it’s not an influence, like
the virus that can start a zombie
outbreak. As cliche as it seems,
having a strong sense of self is
the “vaccine” for this “infection.”
In today’s world, it is vital to
intellectual survival that one has the
ability to examine influences and
reason with his or her surroundings.

Ads are specifically designed
to keep the “infection” alive and
strong; while ads aren’t all bad, they
must be considered carefully. If
something was truly good for you,
would TV ads have to be played
so much? While most sources of
infection are blatantly obvious,
others are more deceptive. Some
are implied, such as certain societal
“ideals” that society pushes on us,
or mindlessly following unwritten
rules on how to “act.”

BY EMILY OiXNTOWSKI
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The lighthouse at the end of the road
Halloween display beckons thrill seekers north
LUCKY ROSE
Guest writer Lucky Rose

One of the 88 lighthouses that stud the mitt’s “Gold Coast”,
the Grand Traverse Lighthouse crowns the tip of Leelanau
Peninsula, separated from Northport by acres of vineyards.
The claustrophobic highway winds its way through thousands
of trees, their colors changing in a schizophrenic scramble to
hide from winter. Our drive is calm among the three familiar
shades of yellow, orange and brown until our car struggles to
find grip in the road through light rain. (Our 2009 KIA Spectre
enjoys hydroplaning on less than a centimeter of moisture—
entirely dangerous during particularly wet seasons.)
We arrive—in costume—at around 3:45p.m. A small wind
picks up, blowing through my leather period armor, and I take
a breath as I approach the door.
“Hi there! Well look at you!” A beautiful elderly woman
calls to us from the cash register. A decent part of me wants to
tell her that I hate Halloween with all its little frights; instead,
I manage to scrape $12 from my wallet and pay for admission
for the three of us.

A wax lighthouse keeper stares intently into his
guiding lighthouse light.

“Excuse me, um, is there someone I can talk to about, um
let’s see, the history?” I’m eloquent, if not entirely out of place.
Jennifer Staley, daughter of Stefanie Staley, the lighthouse’s
executive director, meets my question with a chipper smile.

"My flashlight is a beam of justice and death to
anyone or anything that may come near."

“You can talk to my mom. She’s outside, there. In the
denim jacket.”
Stefanie Staley introduces herself with stern grace and a nononsense tone, saying that the lighthouse was established in
1858 and still functions today. She urges us to take the tour.
“We’ve been doing this for about eight years now,” Staley
says. “We have hayrides, a bonfire on Saturday—oh and the
basement. Make sure you check out the basement.”
I very professionally ask if it’s haunted.
“Haunted? You’re going to have to go see.”
There are numerous odd occurrences that adorn the
lighthouse’s time line. Staley tells us that from 1972 to 1985
the lighthouse closed down entirely, due mainly to the fact no
keeper would stay.
We wind our way up incredibly narrow stairways to the
lighthouse tower. Our guide acknowledges our struggle to fit
between cross-bars as she navigates with ease. We’re repaid for
our suffering with a breathtaking view 17 miles out, complete
with distant islands hugged by fog. Staley tells us there are
numerous shipwrecks that pock the water surrounding the
shore. It’s right abozut this time there is a loud THWAK
on the window, to which I respond with several curses, and
pivot with speed unmarked by man to face a chipper, smiling,
energetic woman dressed as a pirate. “ARRRRRR, face the
ladder when you go down! ARRRR.”
Were finally led to the basement I have been actively
avoiding since our arrival. My friend Ashley is piqued by the
day’s events and finds himself asking questions that sound
much more professional than my own. They tell me I can
have a flashlight, assuming it will make it easier. I tell them
that’s like bringing juice to a bachelor party. I’m only going to
get laughed at. But I take the flashlight anyway.
As we step down, we’re met by a dark maze, seemlingly
fraught with every possible danger. Slowly, cautiously, I lag
behind the rest of them to check every single nook and corner
before taking another step. My flashlight is a beam of justice
and death to anyone or anything that may come near. Staley
assures me in a rhythmic tone that there is absolutely no one
with us, and it’s safe to move forward. I am not immediately
apt to believe her—we’re building a budding trust—so I
remain cautious. Finally, after several tense minutes, I have
safely navigated the six foot space and reached the exit. I have
never in my life appreciated the sun more.

Near the end of our tour, we’re shown a fog horn, pictures
of the nearby shipwrecks, the gift shop, and an incredibly
neat Lego replica of The Grand Traverse Lighthouse that
took over 6 months and 1000 separate pieces to assemble.
The lighthouse is kept by volunteers, and it survives entirely
on donations from visitors, which Executive Director Staley
attempts to boost in numbers by holding a Lobster festival
once a year. There are areas of the lighthouse Staley would like
to keep as part of the museum, but with dwindling donations
and difficult terrain to navigate out of season, it has become
difficult and costly to upkeep. The Halloween events that take
place during October, in addition to the Lobster festival, act as
the only viable means of keeping a part of Michigan’s vibrant
history standing.
For more information on visiting the Haunted Lighthouse
or participating in the Volunteer Keeper program, visit
grandtraverselighthouse. com.

The Grand Traverse Lighthouse stands tall at the
tip of the Leelanau Peninsula, upholding rumors of
multiple historical hauntings.
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The transfer window has
arrived
Making every day a better day
Northwest Food Court

Pizza Coupon
Offer Valid
Monday - Friday

6PM - 8PM
November 1st - November 14th

Buy one large pizza with up to

3 toppings and a 2 liter bottle of

”"$11.99

Complete your bachelor's degree g
at Western Michigan University
Students at NMC who would like to complete a bachelor's degree can easily
transfer to WMU-Traverse City. We offer several degree program options
designed with you in mind. Face-to-face or online, we have you covered. And
what's more, we are close to your home, making it extra convenient to forge
ahead with your dreams!

□ Family Studies or Child and Family Development (BS)
• Courses are offered almost entirely online
• Gain provisional status as a Certified Family Life Educator (CFLE) in the
Family Studies major
• Meet the State of Michigan requirements for child care center directors in
the Child Development major
□ Interdisciplinary Health Services (BS)
• Courses are offered online or in a hybrid format
• Prepares graduates for entry or mid-level positions in a variety of
occupations within the field of health services
□ University Studies (BA I BS)
• Courses are offered entirely online, as well as in hybrid format, when
courses are available
• Designed for those students who are interested in obtaining a bachelor's
degree with concentration areas of choice

s t wmich.edu traversecity for more information or call (231) 995-1846

to speak to a student service
coordinate today.
WMU-Traverse City

2220 Dendrmos Drive ~2G1
Iraverse City. Mi 49o84

w

Traverse City

Western Michigan University

I Caelum Gay

Press Staff Writer
Many students at NMC intend to
transfer to four-year universities for
the fall of 2014. Last year the top three
universities students transferred to were
Ferris State University, Grand Valley
State University, and Michigan State
University. With numerous applications
for transfer students now available, now
is the time for students to begin the
transfer process. Application deadlines
vary from as early as December to as late
as March, and given the hectic life of
normal college students, being proactive
is never to one’s detriment.
Michigan
State's
application
for transfer students is available on
November 18, so now is the perfect time
for students to plan. The university’s
Office of Admissions had some helpful
pieces of advice for students looking
to transfer. In order to be eligible to
transfer, students must have completed
NMC’s equivalents (or higher) of College
Algebra and English 112 by fall semester
next year. The office also advised that
a competitive GPA of 3.0 or higher is
what’s sought after by the university. Like
high school applicants, the university
looks for attributes like leadership and
community participation in its transfer
students. These qualities are usually
expressed in an applicant’s personal
statement but can also be exemplified
by the “activities” or “extracurricular”
section of the application.
For students who did not do
exceptionally well in high school, fear
not, because transfer students who
apply with 28 or more college credits
don’t have their high school grades
looked at by Michigan State. Since the
Admissions Office recommends that
students complete at least one full year
(with back-to-back semesters) of college
before transferring, students taking a full
course load will have at least 28 credits.
Obviously Michigan State is not the only
university that students are applying to,
so it would behoove more students to
know general tips in the application
process to boost the odds of being
accepted.
While students may already have
various interests in things like diversity or
teamwork, universities cannot objectively
measure each prospective student’s
number of interests and level of interest.
By joining clubs and organizations,
students are able to offer universities a
more objective way in measuring interest
in qualities that are deemed important.
NMC has a laundry list of different clubs
and student groups. Submitting work to
the NMC Magazine helps demonstrate a
student’s creative writing ability. Playing

NMC club soccer illustrates leadership
qualities and teamwork abilities. Joining
NMC’s International Club expresses
an interest in diversity. All of these are
qualities sought after by every institution
of higher education, and there are many
more opportunities to express them at
NMC.
Given the challenging rigors of
academics, it is understandable that
students are hesitant in making time to
participate in clubs and groups. However,
most clubs do not engorge as much time
in a student’s schedule as one may think.
For example, the Engineering Club only
meets once a week for an hour, and the A
cappella group meets for an hour longer
on Saturdays.
For the many students who not only
go to school full time, but also work
considerable hours, don’t fret if the club
of choice only meets during time reserved
for work. Colleges are impressed by
students who can juggle being a student
and an employee at the same time. This
indicates a person’s ability to manage his
or her time efficiently.
Getting accepted to a university is
more challenging now than ever before
in history. With global competition at
an all-time high, students need to look
for a competitive edge to be accepted.
The good news for transfer students is
that the competition amongst transfers
is less than that of high school students
applying to be freshmen. Students have
little opportunity to stand out from
the pack, except for in the personal
statement. This is where students have
the chance to be original. Some experts’
advice on the personal statement includes
the writer telling a story, concentrating
on the opening paragraph, and avoiding
cliches.
Visiting schools is an important
part of the transfer process, because
seeing prospective schools is like getting
a peak into the future to help make
a final decision on where to transfer.
Universities like Grand Valley State offer
campus visits weekly, and it only takes a
couple of minutes to fill out the online
form. Often times the visits will not only
include a campus tour, but also a meeting
with the admissions counselors to help
ease the transitions. If people cannot
make the trip to the college or are out of
state, then phone calls are very beneficial,
as all of the officials interviewed for this
article were very helpful and informative.
Transferring can be a long sticky process,
so getting started early is a fantastic way
to gain a head start on the competition
and hopefully become accepted.
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Hiking amongst Hunters
Georg Schluender

Press Staff Writer
Some consider it Dawinistic
to go hiking in a forest during
hunting season. So even though
any die-hard naturalist will tell

you it’s best to blend with your
environment, between November
15 and 30 there are over 700,000
bullets looking for a target, so it’s

best to stick-out like a day-glo
pumpikin.
Hunter safety training became
mandatory for first-time hunters
between the ages of 12 and 16 in
1971. In 1977, orange clothing
became mandatory for hunters,

in Michigan to be the safest on
record with only 14 shooting
incidents causing 3 fatalities.
In 2011, 12 incidents resulted
in 5 fatalities. All were hunters
shooting hunters (one wound selfinflicted), with the exception of a

though the same necessary
precautions were never enforced
for non-hunters. The DNRE
reported the 2010 hunting season

hiker, whose shooting was directly
related to the clothing he wore.
A hunter decided to fire upon
an unidentified white patch in a

thicket he believed to be a deer he
had wounded. The patch was later
identified on the deceased as white
fabric lining the underarm—a
good reason one should find
blazing orange chic in November.
To stay safe, try hiking only
land conservancy trails
where no hunting is allowed.
Also check with Michigan
DNRE at http://www.
michigan.gov/dnr, or local
hunting retailers to inquire
of the most populated
hunting areas. Hunters you
meet on the trail typically
aren’t local and want you
to make them aware of
your presence as calmly
and swiftly as possible.
Responsible local hunters
see you before you see them
in most situations. You can
find a wide assortment of
blazing orange outdoor
gear and even your canine
companions should wear
bear bells and products like
a Ruffwear Safety Jacket.
Avoid hiking during the
dusk hours, which is prime
hunting time. The low light
conditions make it difficult to
make out colors and shapes in the

forest at those hours especially. If
you think you might be caught on
the trail in the early evening, bring
a light or two to make yourself
more visible. Whether hiking
with others or alone, maintain a
conversation so as to be heard.
Be vigilant of your location,
trail signs, and your attire and you
won’t end up tied to the top of
someone’s car this hunting season.
Stay out of the lowlands and
pastoral landscapes—upland trails
are safer—and always watch for
signs of last year’s rut. This is when
the male deer start shedding their
antlers by rubbing them on trees,
leaving distinguishable marks that
are a sure sign you’re in active deer
habitat.
It’s also a good idea to take a
cell phone with GPS capabilities
when you go hiking. Today’s smart
phones allow you to send your
location to any of your contact.
Make a habit of sending your
coordinates to someone who’d
notice you’re overdue. Don’t fear
the forest during hunting season,
but be aware there are 700,000
hunters
stalking
woodlands
looking to bag a deer the last two
weeks of November.

Survey: 62 percent of homebuyers open to cohabitating with ghosts
By Matt Hickman

Mother Nature Network
(mnn.com)
(MCT) As is tradition, around
this time of year I detour away
from sustainable real estate trends
for a closer look at stigmatized
properties, paranormal-influenced
cases of buyer’s remorse, and
DIY methods of spiritual house
cleaning. Because really, when
you get to the heart of the matter,
a severe case of “things going
bump in the night” may not have
anything to do with the brutal
ax murder that occurred in your
basement in the early 1920s.
Rather, unexplained phenomena
experienced by homeowners could
very well be the result of a clunky
old boiler, drafty windows, and/
or shoddy insulation that needs
replacing—stuff that a professional
energy audit, not a smudging,
could easily remedy.
However, if your toaster oven
starts levitating or your wife starts

insisting that you address her only
as “Zuul Gatekeeper of Gozer”
then you’ve got a whole other issue
on your hands. Here’s a look at a
recent online survey conducted
by Realtor.com that yields
some insight into exactly how
American homeowners feel about
supernaturally afflicted properties.
Interestingly
enough,
62
percent of prospective homebuyers
would be kosher with cocohabitating with the possibly
malevolent spirits of a home’s
previous occupants. Twenty-six
percent of those surveyed indicate
that they’d have no qualms with
buying a home known to be
haunted while 36 percent said that
they’d consider it. Thirty-eight
percent of the 1,410 respondents
polled as part of the Haunted
Housing Report said no way in
hell.
Naturally, a reduced price plays
heavily into the picture with 34
percent of respondents saying
that they’d willfully move into to
a stigmatized property if the price

was reduced up to 30 percent with
22 percent looking for deeper
deals of 31 to 50 percent.
However game some brave
homebuyers may be when it
comes to moving into a steeply
discounted property with a
history of eerie occurrence,
there are a few “intolerable”
things that would have 'em
packing their bags and calling
up their broker in hysterics in
no time: levitating objects (75
percent), ghost sightings (63
percent), objects moving
around mysteriously (63
percent), and flickering
lights or appliances
(61 percent). Thirtyfour
percent
of
respondents would
be scared away if
they
experienced
warm or cold spots in
their new homes.
Personally,
my
breaking point would
have to be if a giant clown doll
put me in a chokehold. For those

who have the good fortunate of
not living in a potentially haunted
house themselves (35 percent of
those surveyed say they have), 51
percent know of someone else
who has. In a follow-up piece
for the Wall Street Journal
on how haunted properties
influence homebuying habits,
Paul Brewer a professor
in
the
communications
department at the University
of Delaware who focuses
on the paranormal, claims
that homebuyers on the
fence about the whole
“haunted thing” are
easily swayed by
expert
opinions:
“If a house has a
reputation, with
media
coverage
presented
as
credible or even
scientific, that can
shape people’s beliefs
and
shape
people’s
perception.”

